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FOREWORD

This In-house report was prepared by personnel of the X-20 Engineering Office as a
summary of the developmental efforts expended In utilizing refractory metals on the
X-20A. The Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington, accomplished the work under Contract
AF 33(657)-7132. William Cowie was Project Engineer for the Glider Division of the X-20
Engineering Office at Research and Technology Division, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio. The work period reported Is from May 1960 to the termination date of the
program, 10 December 1963.
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ABSTRACT

The utilization of coated refractory metals as heat filelds and leading edges on the

X-20 is discussed. Peculiarities and history of the materials used, designs, developmea-
tal tests, and problems are emphasized iW this resume. Molybdenum alloys Mo-.5Ti and
Mo-.STI-.07Zr, columbium alloy D-36, a J silicide coatings are discussed in relation to

their applicability and effectiveness in an X-20 re-entry environment. The practicality of

a heat-protection system capable of resisting 300(F for long periods of time Is demon-
strated.

This Technical Documentary Report has been reviewed znO im approved.

WILLIAM H. LAMAIR,
DXrector,
X-20 lUntgiwering Office,
Systma Yingineering Group
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INTRODUCTION

The attempts to reconcile the characteristics inherent in refractory metals with the
conditions unposed by an X-20 type re-entry .nvironm.ent r-eprent a pioneering effort,
The purposes of this report are to present a general summary of that effort, give high-
lights of specific problems, and outline recommendations that could influence future
efforts to use refractory metals in re-entry environments.

The general philosophy toward the thermal protection system for the X-20 glider was
that the major portion of the re-entry heat was to be rejected by the process of radiation.
Aside from the nose cap, the X-20 "hot" areas (areas that exceeded 2000WF) would be the
wing and fin leading edges, the bottom surface of the glider, and the control surfaccs. If
the general philosophy were to be applied successfully, such hot surfaces of the X-20
glider had to withstand high temperatures approximately one hour and have high-emittance
characte ristics.

Any material used in the thermal protection system for the hot areas of the X-20 would
have to meet the following requirements which were believed necessary at the 1960 initia-
tion date:

1. 1lave good resistance against oxidation at temperatures of 2700TF during re-entry;

2. fHave reasonable strength at the use temperaturas (at least 27000F);

3. Have a highly emittive surface (c = 0.7, or better);

4. Have a good modulus of elasticity at room temperatare and at elevated temperatures;

5. 'Thermal expansion should be low;

6. Creep characteristics should be good through the uue temperatures, for at least one
hour;

7. ) have the ability to endure repeatedly the design environment with retention of re-

quired physical or mechanical properties;

8. Have low density;

9. Be capable of good elongation at room temperature through use temperature.

ILarly in the program, available candidate materials, along with exidation-protective
coatings, were screened to ascertain how practical their use would be to withstand the
X-20 envir,'ninents. All of the evidence indicated that refractory metals, in conjunction
with a silicide oxidation-protecive coating, would Le a logical choice.

Manuscript relceaed by author 31 March for publication as a Technical Docun'entary
Report.
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MATERIALS

Of the refractory metals available at the beginning of the X-20 program, Mo-.5Ti
(a molybdenum alloy), when coupled with a silicide oxidation-protection coating, was
the metal that met nearly all of the requirements of an X-20 thermal protection system.
Mo-.5Ti exhibited sufficient strength and possessed adequate creep resistance at the
Intended X-20 use temperatures. On the other hand, Mo-.5TI possessed apparent draw-
backs. It had characteristics of brittleness at room temperature, and it was difficult
to machine, weld, and form without heated tooling. The adverse properties of Mo-.5Ti
that would affect fabrication are given in Table 1 where it is compared to aluminum.

As the program proceeded, and despite the Inherent brittleness and poor forming
characteristics, good results were obtained when developmental components made of
Mo-.5Ti were fabricated and tested. Appreciable knowledge was gained on the properties
and parameters of reliability of. the oxidation-protection coating. Early tests of the sill-
cdde protective coating on Mo-.5Ti pointed out the importance of a requirement for round-
ing the edges of all parts before the application of the first coating. The early silicide
coatings were applied by the atmospheric retort process shown in Figure 1. This process
did not lend itself to production assemblies or methods due to the rather long time-periods
required for the application of the coating.

In December 1962, Boeing Company and the Air Force decided to utilize another alloy
of molybdenun (Mo-.5Ti-.07Zr), TZM, in lieu of the Mo-.STI alloy. In the uncoated state,
TZM possessed obvious advantages, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. In addition to the
effort to use TZM, at this time, Boeing incorporated into the program a new production
coating facility that they had developed. The facility, shown in Figures 4 and 5, was the
"fluldized bed," which contributed substantially to advancing the state-of-the-art in
coating applications. The use of the fluidized bed substantially reduced the amount of
time necessary to apply a coating and made a more uniform and reliable siliclde coating
system possible.

Paralleling the developmental effort on molybdenum and its silicfde coating, was
Boeing's considerable effort on another refractory alloy - - columblum. Columbium was
considered to be ductile, even after coating, and was rated close to aluminum in the ease
with which it could be fabricated. However, there was no coating available for use with
Columbium at temperatures above 2500'F. In addition, columbium exhibited low strength
and poor creep characteristics at temperatures above 250(f0F. Of the columbium alloys
that could be made available in the time-period required, D-36 was selected as a prime
alloy for development. The selection of D-36 was based primarily on the ease with which
the material accepted a silicide coating and on the relatively low density of the material.

By early 1962, the contractor had developed a high emittance top coat that could be
applied over the protective silicide coating of the columbium. This development was
again a substantial step forward in the state-of-the-art for oxidation-protective coatings
for refractory metals and resulted in a lowering of columblum temperatures, relative
to those without the top coat, by 200TF.

A topcoat was also developed for the molybdenum alloys. However, since the molybde-
num system was already adequate from a requirements point of view and additional funds
were not available, implementation for the use of the topcoat for molybdenum was cur-
tailed and eventually stopped.

2
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By~ tvL end of 1963 l--.cu oJf tlic t~LAa ~ .,. ~..-re douý,strlj. - .at wr ...=" t

tJhe--., rt of refractory metals and their coatings, the capabilitis of tihe available aysteilms
of molybdenum and colunibiun, materials to withstand the X-20 re-entry environment were
firmly established. As a matter of interest, Figure 6 Illustrates those areas of the X-20
where TZM and D-36 could be used at the date of contract cancellation. In 1960, all of
these areas utilized tile Mo-.5Ti molybdenum alloy.

More specific Infonnation on materials may be found in Reference 1.

Table 1

Difficulties of Fabrication

Molybdenwin (Mo-.5T1) Vs. Aluminum

Process Complexity
Factor (AL -1 as a base)

Cleaning 5.0

Chemical Blanking 10.0

Machining

Shearing - - -

Abrasive Sawing 2.5

tandsaw Ing 2.o

Edge Milling 2.5

Radiusing 2.0

Coating 3.5

lusion Welding

Mechanized 3.0

Manual - - -

Repare

Forming: (Brake; Roll; Joggle; and
I lydro 1'ress) 3.0

Stre tch 1.5

Hammer and Draw 3.5

l,'stenlin

Drilling 5.0

Reaming 7.0
•_Dimpling, 3.0(

Riveting (Coated) 6.0

3
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HEAT SHIELD

HEAT SHIELD AND INSULATED PANEL DESIGN

Insulated panels, composed of a refractory metal surface, a high-temperature Insula-
tion, and thin-gage Rene 41 corrugations were utilized in all areas of the X-20 glider
where temperatures would exceed 2000(F. The external portion of the insulated panels
was made of small, overlapped, coated, refractory metal tiles mounted on refractory
metal clips in a manner that would minimize thermally induced stress. These clips were
riveted to the external surface tiles. The assembly of attachment clips plus the tile is
commonly referred to as a heat shield. The heat shields were bolted to Rene 41 super

alloy corrugations that were protected by a 6 lb/ft3 "Q" felt insulation. This insulation
was sandwiched between the heat shield and the corrugation. A typical insulated panel is
shown in Figure 7.

Aside from the requirement to cool by radiation, the heat shield portion of the insulated
panel was used to contain and protect the insulation from the high-velocity air stream.
Figure 8 depicts the basic concept of the heat shield that was initially developed by Boeing
so that preliminary thermal work and structural design could proceed. This concept was
adaptable to material systems of either molybdenum or columbium.

Because of the large areas of the X-20 surface that had to be covered by heat shields, a
minimum-weight design for a flight-type article was required. Considerable effort was ex-
pended in the design area to define a light-weight heat shield. Figures 9 through 15 are
but a few of the heat shield designs that were investigated. Figures 16a and 16b show a
design generated by the X-20 Systems Program Office. In addition, limited effort was ex-
pended on possible light-weight refractory non-metal heat shields. Some of these designs
are shown in Figures 17 through 20. The final production design concept Is shown in Fig-
ure 21.

In the final production design concept, the surface tiles possessed slightly outward-
facing corrugations (approximately .040 in. in depth) that were intended to add stiffness.
The refractory standoff clips consisted of four support legs each. These legs were angled
to increase their length and as a result, increase the conduction path, thereby reducing
heat shorts. The legs of the clips were spread so as to transmit more effectively the local
surface air loads and to minimize the concentration of radiant energy to the superalloy
corrugations. A typical clip design is shown in Figure 22.

Important factors, which influenced the design of the X-20 heat shields, were: (1) location
of heat shield; (2) emlttance values; (3) relative thermal growth between the Rene 41 corru-
gations and the refractory heat shields; (4) aerothermal requirements.

(1) The heat shield location on the vehicle was important because the
insuilation requirements, temperatures, and pressures differed from
area to area.

Since the coating and, therefore, the emittance values, were changing
during the coating development work, temperatures and allowables
were adjusted and readjusted. Typically, conservative lower emit-
tance values (curve 1) of Figures 23 and 24 were used in heat shield
design due to local unexpected hotspots; whereas the higher values
(curve 2) were used for calculating internal temperature since the
net effect of external local hotspots would be negligible internally.

10
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(3) T~ie relative therm~al growth between the Rene 41 corrugations and
the refractory Iwzit shilelds was considered becau&se it particularly
affected tlie gaps betwcein the heat shields. A peculiar character-
Istic of thet X-20 insulated paniel system was that during a re-entry,
and at maximum heating, thle heat ahileldB would grow together; while
later, during the re-entry, when thle heat shields were ceoler, the
peai heat flux to the Rene 41 corrugatlonB would occur causing thle
heat shield gaps to open. This was~ due pr~nclpally to thermal' ,
through thle (, felt insulation and the relative thermal growth r
acteristics of thle two materials.

(4) Acrothernial requirements, suIch as ma11XImum,11 permlissible SiZ_' Of
of protrusionti, steps, gaps, and leakage, were comuidered.The
requirements are spe3cifically pointed out In Reforence 2.

Generally speaking, the majority of the colu.ublum ichat mhiel('ý were designed for thle re-
entry condition. Molybdenumi heat 8hields were di-ugned prfimarily for thle blokt and/or
approach phamse of fl igh t.

lDliVlii A)M1ENT 01' 1 I1ALM SH1IELDA AND INSULi ATE~D PANI-l-.

The development. of the Insulated paLnel was cc-tite red ~around the utructural evaluation of
a paniel demigzi that Incorporated thea following materials: hevat uhield and support clips --
hiwlykienwitm (Mo-. S'1i) and culumbIhium (D -30) (1"igUrc 25); Insulation -- stabilized ()-felt
(quartz, fihe r); anid support panel -- R~em! 41 . 'llio object of thisi program was to dev'olop
a coated, refractory alloy the rinal protection aystomn that would bx capable of witliistwnitifli
tulII))ratureii up to 3(X00"F. ConcOpt. HtUdiC We-re centered principally on tho heat shield
"sownl III Figure 25.

A we rhts of 0-hinch by (i-inchl and I 2-inlit1 by I 3-fInch Mo-. S'UI' linslktILE-d pudelM was built
anid telitod 11nder lifimulated LDyiia-Soar thlL'rlnal and acoustical ctnvironmenta. Ilicuse onvi-
oI'mienta (I-gure 20) conhisted of a slinaulatod re-entry, three cycles fromt roomi tvlinju -i

atui'v to 275(11', and a the rmin I xpostiro to 30(k)Y'.

Of sidyn if leant nlotv durt-lag Ow tokitiig was the problem of incutiLsrtng tetmijiperat ureks of
killiCidC-CoaIted YzeIraCt0or z14Itkiteia 'It tWh11IK2 rturCU JbUve 1 h9{PF. '11118 Wits SOlVed by
the deve lopnlitit of a p1 at [nut li-pl athiniti r'itoci ut the r~mtcouple ;ittucioed to a p1 atinutin dime.
liii8 ulifle waH TI atle-apanrayed w ithi a luim ilia to pro vont roaction with th it miickk coating.

TO ( eHt~ilii 11411 010 hffect Of 11,10n11 it i i rCI*ymtll atIzat foil oil0 tho hbility Of the panelll to) resi14t.
14011IL' e XC It a101i, 01 OW con tWtol' al11jtcc 4-6d addItt~owl hauL' Is to .uil acoustical Lenvi rontitlent of
l,)' ki2 ho~ll O to'il f S iii mate dI~, then to, 27SWU for- 1ý 5 inmutva, followed by "is zuinluis at 1,52
Lti) OVe rdIil 01011 30( seCOdS ;It 1,S7 kil overaill and 1 62 (ih overall. The acoustitlal accelIcra-
tionl was randkom. invul vinlu frequenc les from 2S to 7000 ens.

1' Ohlents4 C1IiteObunte red d rting .111 (if thlt testhig we ic 11 illItt pria J)Illary to oxidationl
hihttiiw) ()I thle (rououbm fliolkd anld 00oit1C Iill.ure 0I (tho .01 2-yiyuo ctunion shiield Hupport Chil)S.
All .020) erusilou shield chips paitied all Honic tesiting. No oxidiation failures oceutrn!d during
thle initial Efiluirnled re-enCtry hea't cycle.

* .I'le ova Iuat ionl of tilt! lutel Reection of a~ serie of etosion silie 1db, nuder, conditions of
higýh tomihxel.'ture, highl air~-flow veloc-ity, all t trunultvoeW is. ressure, teqjUllC t&ii k' (iVelop0j-
list'tit of I til,1jot' taieility. I hoie vlps of pft)Ihlt1II requldring' emtpl ci e' (val~llntion ttiderll Zinow,
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environments were: free edge deflection under combined temperature gradients and loads;
internal erosion of the insulation; boundary layer leakage into the insulation cavity which
could result in excessive insulation and Rene 41 temperatures; and oxidation in an environ-
ment involving approximate flight temperature, pressure, and moving air mass.

A one-megawatt plasma jet tunnel was developed by the contractor to test insulated
panels under the above mentioned conditions. This facility was used to test a series of
4-inch by 10-Inch test specimens (representing the intersection of four erosion shields)
In the environment shown in Figure 27.

Detailed information on the development of the heat shield and the insulated panel can be
found In Reference 3.

12
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LEADING EDGE

LEADING EDGE DESIGN

The X-20 leading edges were composed of thin shells fabricated from molybdenum and

protected by an oxidation-resistant coating. They were segmented and possessed no lon-

gitudinal structural continuity and, therefore, did not contribute to the overall strength oM

the vehicle.

The configuration of the leading edge that received appreciable study was a double-shell

design, constructed with inner shells approximately 3 Inches In width, which had die formed

stiffening beads to carry all pressure and inertia loads. Additional shells, also 3 inches

in width, were staggered over the load-carrying shells arA ahingled in the downstream

direction to provide aerodynamic smoothness, partial sealing and coating redundancy. All

riveting was eliminated so as to obtain maximum protection from the coating. A sketch of
the double-shell design is shown in Figure 28.

The leading edge shells were attached to a Rene 41 leading edge beam with frequently
spaced bolts. The large number of attachment points minimized adverse effects from the

boost sonic environment and reduced stress levels in the refractory alloy shells. The

attachments In the cooler areas of the leading edges were superalloy bolts, but those ex-
posed to temperatures above 200(FF were of refractory metal.

During flight, the X-20 leading edge components would be subjected to sonic vibration
and inertia loads; however, local air pressure loads constituted the major source of me-
chanical loading. The magnitude and distribution of this air-loading was a function of the
flight corridor through subsonic, transonic, and hypersonic speed ranges. Mrloads of the
greatest magnitude occurred during transonic flight, however, air loads during hypersonic
flight were associated with high structural temperatures and were the most critical.

Except for the nose cap, the leading edges of the glider had to withstand higher heating
rates than any other portion of the X-20 vehicle. The difference in coefficients of thermal
expansion and differences in temperature W-1 the leading edge and leading edge Rene 41
beam dictated that the leading edge be attached with freedom in the longitudinal direction.
Transverse differential thermal growth was accommodated by shell flexing. A blanket of

insulation, which completely covered the front face of the corrugated 1ceading edge beam
and any exposed fasteners, protected these components from the back face radiation of
the hot leading edge.

Since the leading edges were subjected to an environment that combined loads and high
temperatures, a thorough analysis of both thermal and load-induced stresses was required.
The fact that maximum thermal stresses and maximum load-induced stresses do not occur
simultaneously suggested that separate analyses be performed for each type of stress at
several design conditions to find the critical design stress. In a restrained or loaded beam
with thermal gradients, the thermal strains of free beam were computed separately from

the strains due to restraints or loads and then combined algebraically. The combination is
accomplished by adding the strains at limit and at ultimate load. The structure was not
allowed to yield at limit load nor fall at ultimate load. The stress level was determined
from the total strain. The strains may be combined provided buckling is not a considera-
tion. This restriction was valid for the X-20 leading edges.
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Late in 1963, the leading edge concept was changed from the aforementioned double-
shell concept. The reason for this change is explained in the section on Problems. The
most recent leading edge concept is shown In Figure 29. The concept was a e, ingle-shell
design with Integral chemical milled stiffeners. Attachment mechanisms of columbium
were to be employed. More detailed Information on leading edge development tests can
be found in Reference 4.

LEADING EDGE DEVELOPMENT

The development program for the refractory alloy leading edge was directed principally
toward determining and improving the following: (1) an adherent oxidation-resistance
coating capable of withstanding temperatures to 3000*F; (2) the design and evaluation of
an attachment scheme that would be adequate for load and sonic environments but would
not impose excessive restraint for differential thermal growth between the leading edge
segments and the leading edge beam; and (3) sea1 'ng requirements.

Five leading edge concepts (Figure 30) were designed, built, and tested under tempera-
ture, load, and acoustical excitation. From the tests, the various designs, including their
ability to be coated, were evaluated structurally. Pertinent design details of each concept
are as follows:

Concept I - .051 Mo-.5T1 unstiffened shell 12 Inches long,
attachment by bolts in oversized holes;

Concept 1 - .040 Mo-.5TI 12-inch long shell, riveted corner
reinforcement, and attachment by tilting bolts;

Concept III - .030 Mo-.5TI long shell with .030 Mo-.5TI riveted
stiffeners, and attachment by tilting bolts;

Concept IV - .012 Mo-.5TI outer shell with .030 Mo-.5TI beaded
inner shell with an 0.40 Mo-.STi corner reinforce-
ment, and attachment by flexible lugs (specimen
was 12 inches long);

Concept V - .012, Mo-.STi outer shell overlapping an .030
Mo-.5TI beaded inner shell with .030 corner re-
inforcement, 3-inch long segments, and attach-
ment by bolts in standard size holes.

Each of the conceptfj was subjected to the thermal and acoustical environments shown
in Figure 31. All concepts survived the test environments without sustaining structural
damage. Oxidation was, In general, limited to local pitting and did not significantly alter
the structural integrity of the parts.

After the thermal and acoustical tests, each concept was loaded at room temperature,
using a radially applied load. All concepts carried a load greater than 100 percent of the
calculated static failure load.

In formulating a refined design, various features from each of the original five designs
were incorporated. The end result was double-shell design (Figure 32). Corner gussets
were riveted as shown. The attachment was by TZM bolts in standard size holes. This
concept was not tested due to a fabrication problem mentioned later in this report.
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Because leading edge leakage could affect the temperature of the leading edge beam, an
empirical evaluation of the leading edge sealing concept was necessary.

A plasma jet with a shroud-nozzle (Figure 33) that envelops a full-scale leading edge
was developed. It was capable of generating structural surface temperatures to 3000*F
and associated dynamic pressures to approximately I psi. This facility was also used to
test the sUicide coating for oxidation In high temperature and high-velocity air. Figure 33
also presents a cross section of the Mo-.5T1 leading edge tested in the plasma tunnel
shroud. Basic construction of the leading edge was an .020 beaded Inner shell with a joint
overlapping the .012 outer shell. Figure 34 presents the pressures, temperatures, and
leakage rates versus time obtained during the tests In the plasma shroud nozzle facility.
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Figure 32. TZM Double-Shell Leading Edge Development Concepts
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PROBLEMS

As is well known, refractory materials rarely have been used in aircraft design and
have never been used on a scale approaching that necessary for the X-20. It was to be
expected, therefore, that this pioneering effort in refractory material design and fab-
rication would Introduce many new problems. Some of the more significant of these
problems are presented in the following paragraphs.

In early 1962, the use of refractory metals on the X-20 was being questioned. This
occurred after a number of tests on the silicide-coated refractory metal specimens had
been accomplished at re-entry temperatures In a reduced pressure environment. The pro-
tective properties of the silicide coating were severly limited and were time-dependent
In an environment of high temperature and reduced pressures.

In response to this potentially serious problem, the contractor developed and built the
environn.ental simulator, shown in Figure 35, which permitted testing of stlicide coatings
in a X-20 re-entry environment. These tests substantiated that the effectiveness of the
silicide coating protective mechanism was appreciably reduced at partial pressure on
both the molybdenum and columbium alloys but was still adequate to survive the most
severe of X-20 type re-entries. From these tests, the life capability curves of Figures 36
and 37 were derived.

Tolerance control was found to be a problem during the fabrication of a refractory
metal heat shie'd. This was particularly true of the standoff clip heights. This problem
was solved through the use of shims for positive tolerance control.

In the latter part of 1963, Boeing attempted to build a flight-type coated TZM leading
edge (double-shell concept shown In Figures 28 and 32). This attempt did not succeed.
During the fabrication of this article, TZM parts warped while undergoing the first appli-
cation of the coating in the fluidized bed. Apparently, relaxation and/or stress relieving
was occurring.

During the fabrication sequence of refractory metal components, the first of two coat-
Ing operations occurs after part "fit-up" has been accomplished; and as a result of the
warpage, subsequent part fit-up during assembly requires forced fitting. Due to the brittle
nature of coated TZM, leading edge parts were being fractured during assembly. To solve
this problem, the contractor started work on a simplified single shell leading edge concept
(shown in Figure 29) and Investigated various aspects of the techniques for fabricating mo-
lybdenum, such as hot resizing, control of grain size, and shot peening. Of these, hot re-
sizing of parts after the first coating cycle was thought to be the best solution to the prob-
lem.

An attempt to fabricate the simplified leading edge (shown in Figure 29) ended when the
program was terminated.

In the summer of 1963, analysis showed that, In particular areas, deflections during
boost of the X-20 forward wing primary structure were causing excessive rotation and
vertical motion of the leading edge segments. These movements were of such magnitude
that interference was occurring with adjacent leading edge segments. To solve this prob-
lem, the contractor initiated a redesign effort on the X-20 forward wing and initiated
planning for a component test involving an aft section of the X-20 wing and leading edge
segments and backup structure (shown in Figure 38). Due to the problems In funding the
program, the test of the wing component was cancelled eventuaily. At the time the Fro-
gram terminated, this problem was not entirely solved.
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CONCLUSIONS

The state-of-the-art in high-temperature heat-protection systems and in utilization
of refractory metal was advanced greatly during the life of the X-20 program. A heat-
protection system capable of resisting 3000*F for long periods of time was developed.
A production facility for coating, which produced uniform and reliable coatings, was
developed and utilized. A test facility, which tested coated refractory specimens under
conditions of high temperature, reduced pressures, and mass flow, was developed and
utilized.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Because of the interplay between the refractory base metal and the silicide coating and
the resultant detrimental effect on the properties of base metals, the combination of ma-
terial and coating should be investigated as a system, not independently of each other.

2. The investigation of the oxidation behavior of silicide coatings on refractory metals
for re-entry applications should be accomplished in reduced pressure environments.

3. The problems of manufacturing should be considered when coated refractory metal
components are designed. Early fabrication and testing of proposed flight-type designs
should be accomplished so as to eliminate excessive design development.

4. Ductile coated refractory metals, such as the advanced columbium alloys and tantalum
alloys, should be investigated as substitutes for molybdenum alloys.

5. Due to the brittle nature of the coated refractory metal system, this type of heat pro-
tection system should be utilized only with a basic structure that exhibits small deflections
under conditions of load and thermal environments.
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